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Choose Whaly for boating fun!

Whaly boats

Whaly boats
Whaly manufactures boats using rotomoulding, which means that we can produce fully Polyethylene (PE),

Of course, you want to think carefully about the purchase of your boat: which boat would suit you most? If you

one-piece, double-walled craft.

are looking for a boat that can stand some rough handling, why not try a Whaly? Here’s why:
•

Incredibly sturdy: this boat is moulded in one piece

All Whaly models are perfect for recreational use, but many of them are also very suitable for professional

•

Made completely from double-walled Polyethylene

purposes. Whether you are looking for a stable escort craft for a sailing school, a Whaly boat for rescue

•

Stability is the boat’s main feature: safety is guaranteed

operations or a rugged Whaly for your boat hire business, Whaly’s well thought-out design, which emphasises

•

A sleek design combined with comfort

strength and stability, offers many options.

•

Low-maintenance (needs only soap and water or a high-pressure cleaner)

•

Colour-fast (all boats are UV-stabilised)

•

Very spacious interiors

•

CE-certified

There’s boating fun for everyone! Whaly boats are suitable for:
	Recreational boating
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Boat hire companies

Tenders

Escorts boats for water sports schools

Work boats

Angling and sport fishing

Rescue operations

Electric sailing

Whaly boats
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Purposes

Purposes

Recreational use

Tenders

If you love to be on the water and would like to sail in a low-maintenance boat – one that can take a bit of

Since we introduced the Whaly 270, more and more Whaly boats have been sold as tenders or dinghies for

rough handling, then you should certainly consider one of the Whaly models. A Whaly boat features a well

larger-scale yachts. Are you tired of blowing up inflatable boats? Are you looking for an alternative option

thought-out design with a focus on stability and safety. And every Whaly has a spacious interior and great

that’s very stable? All yachts need a reliable tender, of course.

sailing qualities – what more could a sailor want?
Whaly’s range includes several multi-functional models. Are you looking for something comfortable and
How about a quick boating jaunt? Some water-skiing fun? Or a peaceful tour of the city canals, without

sporty or a tender you can get in the water in next to no time? You can just step into a Whaly and sail off!

worrying whether the boat can squeeze under those low bridges? You can relax and enjoy the water because
it’s no problem with a Whaly!

We would be delighted to help you find the Whaly that suits your needs.

We would be delighted to help you find the Whaly that suits your needs.

The following Whaly boats/models are suitable for recreational use:	
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The following Whaly boats/models are suitable as tenders or dinghies:

Whaly 500 / 500R Professional

	Whaly 270

Whaly 435

Whaly 435 / 435R Professional

Whaly 210

Whaly 370

Whaly 370

Whaly 450 Classic

Whaly 310

Whaly 310

Whaly Funboard

Whaly 270

Recreational use

Tenders
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Purposes

Purposes

Boats for professional use

Lifeboats

More and more businesses are discovering the great properties of Whaly work boats, because Whaly’s work

Safety first! More and more often, Whaly boats are used in commercial shipping as lifeboats stored on board.

boats are tough, long-lasting and have good sailing qualities. You will save on maintenance costs, thanks to

If your industry recognises the necessity of a practical lifeboat, why not try Whaly’s almost indestructible

their Polyethylene build. Dredging companies, fire departments, Customs and the Directorate-General for

crafts? They can be used for all sorts of different rescue operations, but in whatever situation they are, you

Public Works and Water Management have been using Whaly boats for years to their complete satisfaction.

know that safety comes first with Whaly.

If you are looking for a good quality, robust work boat, you’ll find that Whaly’s boats offer ample room and

Nobody likes think of disasters, but if one does arise, you have to act quickly. If you are looking for extremely

stability for competitive prices. And last but not least: they guarantee maximum safety for you and your

sturdy basic equipment or a boat that can take some rough handling, you will find that you can rely on the

passengers.

optimal safety of Whaly’s boats: safety for you and your passengers.

We would be delighted to help you find the Whaly that suits your needs.

We would be delighted to help you find the Whaly that suits your needs.

The following Whaly boats/models are suitable for professional use:
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The following Whaly boats/models are suitable as lifeboats:

Whaly 500 / 500R Professional

Whaly 500 / 500R Professional

Whaly 435 / 435R Professional

Whaly 435 / 435R Professional

Whaly 370

Whaly 370

Whaly 310

Whaly 310

Professional use

Lifeboats
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Boat hire companies

Escort boats for water sports schools

Increasingly more boat hire companies are choosing Whaly boats – and that’s not really surprising,

Do you run a sailing school and need a top-quality escort boat? Or does your diving club need a good,

considering their safety and great sailing qualities. And as a boat hire company, you’ll be glad to know that

nomaintenance boat for its activities? Does your sports club organise water sports events? All these

Whaly’s boats require very little maintenance; they are also extremely sturdy and can stand some very rough

disciplines require a reliable escort boat and Whaly has a large range of multi-functional models for you to

handling. Even small instances of damage like scratches are almost invisible because the boats are built from

choose from.

materials that have solid colouring.
Whaly’s steering console makes sailing even more comfortable for your customers. Perhaps you want to

Sailing? Diving? Kite-surfing? Each water sports guarantees lots of fun – and you will have the most fun when

extend your range to include a boat with a roomy interior – take a look at Whaly’s practically indestructible

you rely on a Whaly escort boat.

boats and you’ll see why they would be a wise choice.
We would be delighted to help you find the Whaly that suits your needs.
We would be delighted to help you find the Whaly that suits your needs.

The following Whaly boats/models are suitable for boat hire companies:
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The following Whaly boats/models are suitable as escort boats:

Whaly 500

Whaly 270

Whaly 500 / 500R Professional

Whaly 435

Whaly 450 Classic

Whaly 435 / 435R Professional

Whaly 370

Whaly 370

Whaly 310

Whaly 310

Boat hire companies

Escort boats
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Purposes

Purposes

Purposes

Purposes

Angling and sport fishing

Electric sailing

Anglers who own their own boats know what a blessing it is to be able to fish safely in a stable boat, and

Go ‘green’ with the latest models from Whaly! Electric sailing is becoming increasingly popular. The battery

how important stability and safety are. If you are looking for a boat that won’t tip unexpectedly or one that is

gives the boat more than enough power for a long jaunt on the water. If you are looking for ultimate quiet and

practical in bad weather too? Come and experience the pleasant sailing qualities of a Whaly boat, so you can

relaxation and you care for the environment, try the silent option with one of Whaly’s boats.

relax and enjoy your hobby and the peace and quiet of the water!
The no-maintenance battery package can be installed on all models of the boats and the parts are carefully
Whaly’s boats are very low-maintenance: all you need is soap and water or a high-pressure cleaner and your

tucked out of the way. You will be able to relax and enjoy being on the water in a boat that scarcely vibrates –

boat will be ready again in no time at all, leaving you with even more time to enjoy your hobby.

discover boating new-style with Whaly.

We would be delighted to help you find the Whaly that suits your needs.

We would be delighted to help you find the Whaly that suits your needs. Did you know that the Whaly 450
Classic was specifically designed for electric sailing?

The following Whaly boats/models are suitable for angling and sport fishing:
Whaly 500 / 500R Professional
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The following Whaly models are suitable for electric sailing:
Whaly 435

Whaly 210

Whaly 435 / 435R Professional

Whaly 370

Whaly 450 Classic

Whaly 370

Whaly 310

Whaly 310

Whaly 270

Sport fishing

Whaly 270

Electric sailing
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New Whaly 500

Models

Models

Specifications Whaly 500R Professional

Suitable for:
Work boats

Sport fishing

Material	Rotomoulded Polyethylene (100% recyclable). UV-stabilised,
double-walled construction, manufactured in one piece.

Rescue operations
Escorts boats
Recreational boating

Extra strong with
PE foam layer

Whaly 500R Professional
The Whaly 500R is an incredibly robust, double-walled boat manufactured from high-grade Polyethylene –

Length (L.O.A.)

4.99 m / 16' 4" 						

Width

2.10 m / 6' 10"						

Height

0.85 - 1.01 m / 34"- 40"						

Transom (Long shaft) Height of stern

0.52 m / 20.5"						

Draft

0.25 m / 10"							

Weight (approx.)

370 kg / 816 lbs						

Maximum Numbers of persons

CE category D; 12 persons / CE category C; 10 persons

Maximum Engine power

44.1 kW / 60 HP						

Maximum Capacity / load

CE category D; 1300 kg / 2867 lbs / CE category C; 1170 kg / 2580 lbs

it’s almost unsinkable and indestructible. This version is even stronger and has a foam layer on the interior,

Colours

making it the preferred choice for professional use as a workboat, though it is very suitable for rescue

Standard

operations too. Furthermore, the Whaly 500R has an additional option: an engine with 60hp – very handy
when speed is of the essence.

		

Red

This boat is low-maintenance and is produced in 100% colour-fast Polyethylene.

Optional

The specifications will certainly convince you of its quality.

		

Grey-mix

		

Cappuccino Brown

EC type Certificate; Assessed according to Directive 2013/53/EU and meets all applicable essential safety
requirements.

Signal Yellow

Dark Grey

Marine Blue

Dutch Orange

Black

Dark Green

Options
Steering console / Bench with storage space
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Whaly 500R Professional
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Models

Models

Suitable for:
Work boats

Sport fishing

Rescue operations

Electric sailing

Escorts boats
Recreational boating

Whaly 500
The Whaly 500 is an incredibly robust, double-walled boat manufactured from high-grade Polyethylene – it’s

Specifications Whaly 500
Material	Rotomoulded Polyethylene (100% recyclable). UV-stabilised,
double-walled construction, manufactured in one piece.
Length (L.O.A.)

4.99 m / 16' 4" 						

Width

2.10 m / 6' 10"						

Height

0.85 - 1.01 m / 34"- 40"						

Transom (Long shaft) Height of stern

0.52 m / 20.5"						

Draft

0.25 m / 10"							

Weight (approx.)

350 kg / 772 lbs						

Maximum Numbers of persons

CE category D; 12 persons / CE category C; 10 persons

Maximum Engine power

38 kW / 50 HP						

Maximum Capacity / load

CE category D; 1300 kg / 2867 lbs / CE category C; 1170 kg / 2580 lbs

almost unsinkable and indestructible. Use for leisure, though it is very suitable as a workboat and for rescue

Colours

operations too.

Standard

This boat is low-maintenance and is produced in 100% colour-fast Polyethylene.

The specifications will certainly convince you of its quality.
EC type Certificate; Assessed according to Directive 2013/53/EU and meets all applicable essential safety
requirements.

		

Red

Signal Yellow

Dark Grey

Marine Blue

Dutch Orange

Optional
		

Grey-mix

		

Cappuccino Brown

Black

Dark Green

Options
Steering console / Bench with storage space
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Whaly 500
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Models

Models

Specifications Whaly 435R Professional

Suitable for:
Work boats

Sport fishing

Rescue operations

Electric sailing

Escorts boats
Recreational boating

Material	Rotomoulded Polyethylene (100% recyclable). UV-stabilised,
double-walled construction, manufactured in one piece.

Extra strong with
PE foam layer

Whaly 435R Professional
The Whaly 435R Professional is an incredibly robust, double-walled boat manufactured from high-grade

Length (L.O.A.)

4.35 m / 14' 4" 						

Width

1.73 m / 5' 8"						

Height

0.81 m / 32"					

Transom (Long shaft) Height of stern

0.52 m / 20.5"						

Draft

0.20 m / 8" 							

Weight (approx.)

196 kg / 433 lbs						

Maximum Numbers of persons

CE category D; 10 persons / CE category C; 6 persons

Maximum Engine power

29.4 kW / 40 HP						

Maximum Capacity / load

CE category D; 860 kg / 1896 lbs / CE category C; 650 kg / 1433 lbs

Polyethylene. This version is even stronger and has a foam layer on the interior, making it the preferred

Colours

choice for professional use as a work boat, though it is very suitable for rescue operations too. Furthermore,

Standard

the Whaly 435R has an additional option: an engine with 40hp – very handy when speed is of the essence.
This boat is low-maintenance and is produced in 100% colour-fast Polyethylene.

The specifications will certainly convince you of its quality.
EC type Certificate; Assessed according to Directive 2013/53/EU and meets all applicable essential safety
requirements.

		

Red

Signal Yellow

Dark Grey

Marine Blue

Dutch Orange

Optional
		

Grey-mix

		

Cappuccino Brown

Black

Dark Green

Options
Set of oars — Steering console / bench with storage space — Bench / rowing seat with storage space
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Whaly 435R Professional
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Models

Models

Suitable for:
Work boats

Boat hire companies

Rescue operations

Sport fishing

Escorts boats

Tenders

Recreational boating

Electric sailing

Whaly 435
The Whaly 435 is an incredibly robust, double-walled boat manufactured from high-grade Polyethylene – it’s

Specifications Whaly 435
Material	Rotomoulded Polyethylene (100% recyclable). UV-stabilised,
double-walled construction, manufactured in one piece.
Length (L.O.A.)

4.35 m / 14' 4" 						

Width

1.73 m / 5' 8"						

Height

0.81 m / 32"					

Transom (Long shaft) Height of stern

0.52 m / 20.5"						

Draft

0.20 m / 8" 							

Weight (approx.)

184 kg / 406 lbs						

Maximum Numbers of persons

CE category D; 12 persons / CE category C; 8 persons

Maximum Engine power

22.1 kW / 30 HP						

Maximum Capacity / load

CE category D; 910 kg / 2006 lbs / CE category C; 690 kg / 1521 lbs

almost unsinkable and indestructible. This boat is low-maintenance and is produced in 100% colour-fast

Colours

Polyethylene.

Standard

The specifications will certainly convince you of its quality.

		

Red

EC type Certificate; Assessed according to Directive 2013/53/EU and meets all applicable essential safety

Optional

requirements.

		

Marine Blue

Signal Yellow

Grey-mix

Dark Grey

Dutch Orange

Black

Dark Green

Cappuccino Brown

Options
Set of oars — Steering console / bench with storage space — Bench / rowing seat with storage space
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Whaly 435
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Models

Models

Suitable for:
Work boats

Boat hire companies

Rescue operations

Sport fishing

Escorts boats

Tenders

Recreational boating

Electric sailing

Whaly 370
The Whaly 370 is an incredibly robust, double-walled boat manufactured from high-grade Polyethylene – it’s

Specifications Whaly 370
Material	Rotomoulded Polyethylene (100% recyclable). UV-stabilised,
double-walled construction, manufactured in one piece.
Length (L.O.A.)

3.70 m / 12' 2" 						

Width

1.73 m / 5' 8"						

Height

0.81 m / 32"					

Transom (Long shaft) Height of stern

0.52 m / 20.5"						

Draft

0.20 m / 8" 							

Weight (approx.)

143 kg / 316 lbs						

Maximum Numbers of persons

CE category D; 8 persons / CE category C; 6 persons

Maximum Engine power

15 kW / 20 HP						

Maximum Capacity / load

CE category D; 550 kg / 1212 lbs / CE category C; 540 kg / 1190 lbs

almost unsinkable and indestructible. This boat is low-maintenance and is produced in

Colours

100% colour-fast Polyethylene.

Standard

The specifications will certainly convince you of its quality.
EC type Certificate; Assessed according to Directive 2013/53/EU and meets all applicable essential safety
requirements.

		

Red

Grey-mix

Marine Blue

Dark Grey

Signal Yellow

Black

Dark Green

Cappuccino Brown

Optional
		

Dutch Orange

Options
Set of oars — Steering console / bench with storage space — Bench / rowing seat with storage space
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Whaly 370
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Models

Models

Suitable for:
Recreational boating

Electric sailing

Escorts boats
Boat hire companies
Tenders

Whaly 310
The Whaly 310 is an incredibly, double-walled robust boat manufactured from high-grade Polyethylene – it’s

Specifications Whaly 310
Material	Rotomoulded Polyethylene (100% recyclable). UV-stabilised,
double-walled construction, manufactured in one piece.
Length (L.O.A.)

3.10 m / 10' 2" 						

Width

1.73 m / 5' 8"						

Height

0.81 m / 32"					

Transom (Long shaft) Height of stern

0.42 m / 16.5"						

Draft

0.20 m / 8" 							

Weight (approx.)

105 kg / 232 lbs						

Maximum Numbers of persons

CE category D; 6 persons / CE category C; 4 persons

Maximum Engine power

7.4 kW / 10 HP						

Maximum Capacity / load

CE category D; 390 kg / 859 lbs / CE category C; 390 kg / 859 lbs

almost unsinkable and indestructible. This boat is low-maintenance and is produced in 100% colour-fast

Colours

Polyethylene.

Standard

The specifications will certainly convince you of its quality.

		

Red

EC type Certificate; Assessed according to Directive 2013/53/EU and meets all applicable essential safety

Optional

requirements.

		

Dutch Orange

Grey-mix

Marine Blue

Dark Grey

Signal Yellow

Black

Dark Green

Cappuccino Brown

Options
Set of oars — Steering console / bench with storage space — Bench / rowing seat with storage space
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Whaly 310
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Suitable for:
Recreational boating
Boat hire companies
Tenders
Electric sailing

Whaly 270
The Whaly 270 is an incredibly robust, double-walled boat manufactured from high-grade Polyethylene – it’s

Models

Models

Specifications Whaly 270
Material	Rotomoulded Polyethylene (100% recyclable). UV-stabilised,
double-walled construction, manufactured in one piece.
Length (L.O.A.)

2.70 m / 8' 10" 						

Width

1.50 m / 4' 11"						

Height

0.81 m / 32"					

Transom (Long shaft) Height of stern

0.42 m / 16.5"						

Draft

0.20 m / 8" 						

Weight (approx.)

72 kg / 159 lbs						

Maximum Numbers of persons

CE category D; 5 persons / CE category C; 3 persons

Maximum Engine power

5.9 kW / 8 HP						

Maximum Capacity / load

CE category D; 356 kg / 784 lbs / CE category C; 356 kg / 784 lbs

almost unsinkable and indestructible. This boat is low-maintenance and is produced in 100% colour-fast

Colours

Polyethylene.

Standard

The specifications will certainly convince you of its quality.
EC type Certificate; Assessed according to Directive 2013/53/EU and meets all applicable essential safety
requirements.

		

Red

		

Cappuccino Brown

Grey-mix

White

Marine Blue

Signal Yellow

Black

Dark Green

Dark Grey

Optional
		

Dutch Orange

Options
Set of oars — Rowing seat
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Whaly 270
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Suitable for:
Recreational boating
Boat hire companies
Electric sailing

Whaly 210
The Whaly 210 is an incredibly, double-walled robust boat manufactured from high-grade Polyethylene – it’s

Models

Models

Specifications Whaly 210
Material	Rotomoulded Polyethylene (100% recyclable). UV-stabilised,
double-walled construction, manufactured in one piece.
Length (L.O.A.)

2.10 m / 6' 11" 						

Width

1.16 m / 46"						

Height

0.63 m / 25"					

Transom (Long shaft) Height of stern

0.42 m / 16.5"						

Draft

0.15 m / 6" 						

Weight (approx.)

42 kg / 93 lbs						

Maximum Numbers of persons

2 persons

Maximum Engine power

1.9 kW / 2.5 HP						

Maximum Capacity / load

205 kg / 451 lbs

almost unsinkable and indestructible. This boat is low-maintenance and is produced in 100% colour-fast

Colours

Polyethylene.

Standard

The specifications will certainly convince you of its quality.
EC type Certificate; Assessed according to Directive 2013/53/EU and meets all applicable essential safety
requirements.

		

Red

Grey-mix

White

		

Signal Yellow

Dark Grey

Cappuccino Brown

Marine Blue

Dutch Orange		

Options
Rowing seat
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Whaly 210
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Suitable for:
Recreational boating
Boat hire companies
Electric sailing

Whaly 450 Classic

STABLE AND PERFECT PERFORMANCE!
The Whaly 450 Classic is an incredibly robust, double-walled boat manufactured from high-grade
Polyethylene. Our very latest model has ample comfortable seating and generous storage space. It is also
low-maintenance and is produced in 100% colour-fast plastic (UV-stabilized). Perfect performance in straight
line tracking and waves, sailing forwards and backwards has never been easier! The Whaly 450 Classic is
perfect for family cruising on inland and coastal waterways and also very suitable for professional rental

Models

Models

Specifications Whaly 450 Classic
Material	Rotomoulded Polyethylene (100% recyclable). UV-stabilised,
double-walled construction, manufactured in one piece.
Length (L.O.A.)

4.37 m / 14' 4" 						

Width

1.89 m / 6' 3"						

Height

1.05 m / 41"					

Transom (Long shaft) Height of stern

0.67 m / 26"						

Draft

0.30 m / 12" 						

Weight (approx.)

340 kg / 750 lbs						

Maximum Numbers of persons

CE category D; 8 persons / CE category C; 4 persons

Maximum Engine power

Recommended 1.0 - 2.0 kW Electric or petrol 3.7 kW / 5 HP

		

(CE max 5.9 kW / 8 HP)		

Maximum Capacity / load

CE category D; 800 kg / 1763 lbs / CE category C; 550 kg / 1212 lbs

Colours
Standard
		

Black

purposes / boat hire business.

Optional

The specifications will certainly convince you of its quality.

		

EC type Certificate; Assessed according to Directive 2013/53/EU and meets all applicable essential safety
requirements.
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Whaly 450 Classic

Grey-mix

Dark Grey

Cappuccino Brown

Marine Blue

Dutch Orange

Signal Yellow

Dark Green

Options
Steering position — Steering console
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Suitable for:
Recreational boating

Models

Models

Specifications Whaly Funboard
Material	Rotomoulded Polyethylene (100% recyclable). UV-stabilised,
double-walled construction, manufactured in one piece.
Length (L.O.A.)

2.90 m / 9' 6'' 						

Width

0.80 m / 32''						

Height

0.20 m / 8"					

Weight (approx.)

22 kg / 48 lbs						

Maximum Numbers of persons

1 person

Whaly Funboard

Colours

The Whaly Funboard will put a smile on the face of everyone who loves to be on the water. Produced in this

		

extremely robust, double-walled version made from high-grade Polyethylene, it’s almost unsinkable
and indestructible. The Funboard is low-maintenance and produced in 100% colour-fast Polyethylene.

The specifications will certainly convince you of its quality.

Standard
Red

Grey-mix

Signal Yellow

Optional
		

Dutch Orange

Marine Blue

Options
Set of oars
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Whaly Funboard
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Specifications

Specifications

Technical specifications
Whaly 210
Whaly 270
Whaly 310
Whaly 370
Whaly 435
Whaly 435R
						Professional

Model

Whaly 500

Professional

Whaly 500R

Classic		

Whaly 450

Funboard

Length (L.O.A.)

2.10 m / 6' 11''

2.70 m / 8' 10''

3.10 m / 10' 2''

3.70 m / 12' 2''

4.35 m / 14' 4''

4.35 m / 14' 4''

4.99 m / 16' 4''

4.99 m / 16' 4''

4.37 m / 14' 4''

2.90 m / 9' 6''

Width

1.16 m / 46''

1.50 m / 4' 11''

1.73 m / 5' 8''

1.73 m / 5' 8''

1.73 m / 5' 8''

1.73 m / 5' 8''

2.10 m / 6' 10''

2.10 m / 6' 10''

1.89 m / 6' 3''

0.80 m / 32''		

Height

0.63 m / 25"

0.81 m / 32"

0.81 m / 32"

0.81 m / 32"

0.81 m / 32"

0.81 m / 32"

0.85 - 1.01 m / 34"- 40" 0.85 - 1.01 m / 34"- 40" 1.05 m / 41"

0.20 m / 8"

Height of stern / Transom height

0.42 m / 16.5''

0.42 m / 16.5''

0.42 m / 16.5''

0.52 m / 20.5''

0.52 m / 20.5''

0.52 m / 20.5''

0.52 m / 20.5''

0.52 m / 20.5''

0.67 m / 26''

-		

Draft

0.15 m / 6"

0.20 m / 8"

0.20 m / 8"

0.20 m / 8"

0.20 m / 8"

0.20 m / 8"

0.25 m / 10"

0.25 m / 10"

0.30 m / 12"

-

Weight (approx.)

42 kg / 93 lbs

72 kg / 159 lbs

105 kg / 232 lbs

143 kg / 316 lbs

184 kg / 406 lbs

196 kg / 433 lbs

350 kg / 772 lbs

370 kg / 816 lbs

340 kg / 750 lbs

22 kg / 48 lbs

CE category C number of persons

-

3

4

6

8

6

10

10

4

-		

CE category D number of persons

2 (No CE certification)

5

6

8

12

10

12

12

8

1

Shaft length of outboard engine

Short

Short

Short

Long

Long

Long

Long

Long

Long

-		

Maximum engine power

1.9 kW / 2.5 HP

5.9 kW / 8 HP

7.4 kW / 10 HP

15 kW / 20 HP

22.1 kW / 30 HP

29.4 kW / 40 HP

38 kW / 50 HP

44.1 kW / 60 HP

3.7 kW / 5 HP

-

										 (CE max 5.9 kW / 8 HP)
Bow storage

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

-

+

-		

Drain plug

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

-		

Lifeline

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

-		

Rowing system

+

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

-

-

Option

-		

Towing eyes on bow

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

-		

Towing eyes on stern

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

-		

Lifting eyes

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

-		

Round seating bench

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

-

+

-		

Extra seat

-

-

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

-

-		

Steering console

-

-

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

-		

Colours												

Optional colours
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Made in the Netherlands

Polyethylene Boats

Professional

Whaly 500R

Whaly 500
Whaly 435R

Whaly 435
Whaly 370
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Whaly 450

Whaly Funboard

Professional

Choose Whaly for boating fun!
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